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EAK SITUATION ROOM 

Enabling Peaceful and credible elections for Kenya’s Economic and Social Transformation 

Section 1: Organisation Details.  

Summary 

Name of Organisation: Evangelical Alliance of Kenya (EAK) 

Physical Address: P.O. Box  

Organisation Telephone: +254706444714 

Email secretariat@eakenya.org 

Website www.eakenya.org 

Name, position and contact of 

the person: 

 Dr. Nelson Makanda 

General Secretary, Evangelical Alliance of Kenya (EAK) 

Experience relevant to the work 

stream  

EAK has been a key player in the previous electoral processes 

and in the constitution review process.  The EAK has presence 

in all the 47 counties and has invested on public participation, 

civic education, electoral monitoring and observation.  It has 

also participated in the selection of the IEBC commissioners.  

Registration Details: Type of organisation: Not for Profit Organization registered as 

a Society 

Registration Number:  7690 

Year of registration:    2004 

Project Title, Duration and 

Funding requested:  

Project Title: EAK Situation Room- Enabling Peaceful and 

credible elections for Kenya’s Economic and Social 

Transformation 

Proposed start date:  August 2021 

Proposed end date:   Dec 2022 

Total Amount of funding requested in Kshs 572,481,000 

Counties 47 Counties ( Mandera, Wajir, Garissa, might have limited 

access) 

mailto:secretariat@eakenya.org
http://www.eakenya.org/
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1.0: Brief background of the organisation  

1.1: Identity 

The Evangelical Alliance of Kenya is the national umbrella organization for evangelical 

churches in Kenya. It was established in 1975 as Evangelical Fellowship of Kenya and later in 

2002 rebranded to be called Evangelical Alliance of Kenya (EAK). EAK is a member of the 

Association of Evangelicals in Africa which is affiliated to the World Evangelical Alliance 

(WEA), the global evangelical body that boasts of over 700 million members. EAK has a 

registered membership of more than 500 denominations and organizations who have about 

40,000 congregations that represent more than 10 million evangelicals. 

1.2: Vision 

A people transformed through the power of the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ living in a just 

and righteous society that glorifies God. 

1.3: Mission 

To empower evangelicals to bring God’s transforming grace to the people of Kenya through a 

united prophetic voice and holistic ministries. 

1.4: Core Values 

1. Truth 

2. Justice 

3. Integrity 

4. Compassion. 

1.5: Motto 

Stronger Together 

1.6: Strategic Focus Areas. 

1. Holistic Spiritual Formation 

2. Community Transformation 

3. Public Leadership and Governance 

4. Empowering Member Churches and Organizations 

5. Organizational Capacity of EAK 

 

2.0: Project Details 

This project  embraces two thematic  areas of EAK strategic plan, namely, Community 

transformation and public Leadership and Governance. Whereas elections are a function of 
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public leadership and governance, some aspects of this election focused project include activities 

whose outputs relate to community transformation, namely ensuring peaceful and resilient 

communities. So this is abroad based output project.   

3.0: Project Context/ Problem Statement  

Elections related malpractices and violence are a big threat to Kenya’s progress. The country has 

over a period of thirty years been unable to genuinely normalize holding credible elections. The 

institutions responsible for elections and elections security seem challenged in putting in place 

credible processes, informing enabling all stakeholders to be involved, providing impartial 

policing that upholds international standards. There is therefore general lack of trust in 

institutions and processes. Due to this, individual politicians generally focus on using incitement, 

hate speech, ethnic and sectarian mobilization, mobilizing gangs especially of young people to 

unleash violence aimed at ensuring that turn out is against their opponents or that the process 

works in their favour. Women, the youth, Children, PWDs and special interest groups that are 

marginalized in our communities suffer most when election related violence is employed.  

The other problem is that resource based conflicts, grievances at the community and national 

level have remained untransformed and unaddressed for so long. All these issues of concern 

normally persist because of a weak environment of accountability in Kenya. Perhaps, this is 

because impunity has been nurtured to enable the powerful to get away with crimes in the 

process. The election period normally provides an opportunity for all to take advantage of 

elections to square it out with those they perceive as their competitors or enemies. The culture of 

violence has taken root.  

It is within this context, that the Faith communities and leaders have been called to be peace 

makers. The task of being peace makers is heavy and it is imperative for the faith communities to 

engage as  the church is salt and light.   The Church is also called upon to embrace holistic 

development which targets the whole person.  Failure to address the political aspects which have 

a direct bearing on citizenry makes it difficult for people to enjoy life in abundance. 

4.0: Approach  

Leveraging on the long experience Churches have gained in Enabling Peaceful and credible 

elections since 1992, this project proposes the following approaches:  

 Training, Capacity Building and accreditation of champions in all Wards in 47 Counties 

where EAK member churches are present.  

 Setting up and operating a Situation Rooms/Observatory to receive continuous 

information intelligence from all the Wards in the 47 counties.  

 Research, Intelligence and analysis of the intelligence that is gathered by the Situation 

Room for early warning system. The information/ data received shall be analysed to 

verify its accuracy.  
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 Activate a response mechanism to all intelligence needing a response or a reaction by 

duty bearers and concerned parties 

 Advocacy which will be informed through utilization  of  information  that trickles into 

the EAK Situation room to engage several duty bearers and community wielders of 

influence across the 47 Counties; including the President, Opposition leaders, candidates, 

Governors, the Inspector General  (IG) of Police, the National Cohesion Integration 

Commission (NCIC), Council of Elders leaders, key leaders, opinion leaders and peace 

committees Providing democracy and peace education across all the 47 counties. The 

Democracy peace education envisaged in  this initiative  will use an approach which  has 

potential to turn the engaged citizens  into agents of justice, peace and accountability. The 

EAK  intends to use the 17 FM stations across the country that have a big audience  as 

one of the ways of delivering the Democracy and Peace education,  The EAK also 

intends to use  the member churches  who have a wide reach in their weekly meetings as 

well as  other grassroots available fora. The EAK member churches and other Christian 

churches will be invited to be partners in the delivery.  

 Mediatisation teams of clergy at all devolved units and national level made up of 

imminent religious leaders  

 Trauma awareness and resilience campaign for vulnerable groups (women, children, 

PLWDS and elderly) and the police force who often endure heavy trauma during 

electioneering period 

4.1: Theory of Change 

If the EAK through her members and partners implement a comprehensive 2022 election 

situation room, then she will contribute to credible and peaceful electioneering period and 

elections which enhance entrenchment of democratic processes in Kenya.  

5.0: Target and Beneficiaries 

The target group of the Enabling Peaceful and credible elections project will include: 

1. Champions, Observers and monitors from the 47 counties in Kenya 

2. Clergy from EAK Member churches to be trained on mediation and shadow 

diplomacy  

3. Community members benefiting from the democracy and peace education programs  

4. Government agencies such as Official Registrar of Political Parties (ORPP), National 

Police Service (NPS) and Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission (IEBC) 

and others benefiting from the analysis from the Situation Room Vulnerable groups 

who are prone suffer trauma due to violent expressions during elections 

5. The youth  
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6. The Kenya Police Force and other security agencies 

 

6.0: Goal and Objectives 

The goal of this project is to reduce election related conflicts, violence and related political risk 

of disruption and economic and social slump associated with elections in K   

6.1: Specific objectives include: 

6.1 1.   To promote peaceful elections, mediation and an effective Situation  

      Room/ Observatory at all Wards in the 47 Counties 

6.1.2  Secure the    Situation room and infrastructure (including secure office space) 

6.1.3 To build the capacity of church leaders to mid-wife peaceful elections in 290  

Counties  

6.1.4 To enhance skills for champions and analysts to monitor and observe the 

electoral process  

6.1.5 To enhance the effective preparations and response of institutions by engaging 

and providing real time analysis and info for action 

6.1.6 Enable communities and stakeholders detect and carry out early warning signs 

for early mitigation of violent conflict; 

6.1.7 To have in place democracy and peace education 

6.1.8 Ensure trauma awareness and resilience within the community and first 

responders 

6.1.9 Engender information and intelligence based action and reaction to the 

electioneering disputes and conflicts 

6.1.10 Support Women candidates and vulnerable groups to fully participate in 

election 

6.1.11 Support the HR infrastructure for an effective delivery 

 

7.0: Expected Outcomes and Outputs 

 

Output 1 

2 meetings for 60 Church leaders each (reached and level of contribution to the election process;) 

National Mediation team inaugurated. Three monitors, observers and champions in every Ward 

in 47 counties trained and deployed  

Output 2 

17 Staff in place who are effective, informed process at EAK National and Regional level. 

Increased deterrence to incitement, hate speech and mobilization of gangs and violent groups in 

all the 47 counties 
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Output 3 

48 Operational Situation rooms enhancing accountability with engaged clergy holding 

champions accountable A strong Faith leaders led shadow diplomacy, mediation and outreach 

mechanism to pre-empt actions that may lead to violence and weaken cohesion;  

Output 4. 

Peaceful co-existence, trauma awareness, resilience and preparedness enhanced  

Output 5 

580 leaders trained at sub-county level to facilitate trainings to build the capacity of leaders to 

mid-wife peaceful elections  

The above outputs are envisaged to contribute to peaceful elections with enhanced public 

participation by an informed citizenry.  Civic competence will also be enhanced.  The 

opportunity to bring Church leaders and community members together will enhance networks 

which are necessary for improved livelihoods and peaceful co-existence. Level of accountability 

will be enhanced for citizens to hold duty bearers accountable for effective service delivery.   

 

9.0: Monitoring and Evaluation 

Kenya has in the past several years experienced violence trends which are witnessed every 

electioneering period. This obviously owed to several factors which could be mitigated through 

concerted efforts and strategy effort. Processes and procedures of how a peaceful, credible, free 

and fair election is to be interrogated for transparency. Good systems for checking the processes 

must be checked.  

The overarching plan is to make clear interventions by roping in various stakeholders who are 

critical in the electoral processes. Key components to realize the desired Goal shall include, clear 

reports and establishing situation rooms in the 47 Counties, raising of peace Champions in the 

1360 wards, establishment of mediation teams, trauma management and quick response/ 

intervention.  All the information collected from the wards will be documented and shared with 

the situation room to inform the management on issues as they arise.  

Independent Variables/ Factors aiding Monitoring and Evaluation include collective measures 

for training and data collection tools for development, work-plans and timesheets. Guarantee of 

development of key tools to aid the process of report gathering and training is of uttermost 

importance. This will ensure that the complexity at which the stakeholders and partners 

understand the negative impacts of the said causes of insecurity and contributory factors to 

political violence are well understood.   
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Dependent Variables/Factors comprise synergy with partners, stakeholders’ and dependent 

activities affected by collective measures in place to seal causes of insecurity in the 47 Counties 

are established. Inclusion of key and strategic partners and the depth at which individual 

stakeholders understand the causes of insecurity in the country must be analyzed. Partnership 

development and processes shall be checked for progress.   

 

Peripheral Variables shall include institutional resources mobilized for effective implementation 

and accomplishment of activities as planned to the end and that goodwill shall be evident. The 

depth at which individual institutions understand the need to participate and abandon their selfish 

safeties, including some conflicting differences caused by rivalry or by other factors, these too 

shall be checked and impact evaluated.  

Number of champions, trauma management officers, trained monitors, when and where activities 

shall be conducted, who shall offer what services and delivery, total numbers reached including 

performance indicators, Outcomes and impacts 

Other important components supporting EAK Monitoring and Evaluation process apart from 

general reports and tracking teams shall include, use of 48 surveillance equipment, photo taking 

from cameras or digital phones, development of end to end software that shall have components 

of seamless collaboration.   

Lessons learnt through the monitoring and evaluation process will be used to inform the 

subsequent implementation processes.    

 

10.0: Project Management 

The General Secretary will give the overall leadership in the implementation of this process.  The 

EAK member churches will support the initiative at  local, regional and national levels by 

providing necessary infrastructure and human resource to carry out the enormous tasks on the 

ground.  At the National level, the General Secretary will be supported by the National Elections 

Coordinator and Strategy Implementation Manager to facilitate the day to day running of the 

operations at the regional level.  There will be 11 Regional offices and 47 county centres to 

facilitate smooth running of the project.   

A team of 10 eminent clergy will be key in the mediation process to facilitate dialogue towards 

peaceful process.  The issues identified by the eminent clergy will be cascaded to 60 top church 

leaders for advocacy as well as response in areas where their input will be required.  The project 

will work with 3 champions and 3 church leaders per ward in 1360  who will be trained  in 

monitoring and observation.  There will be 12 situation rooms which will be housed in the 11 

regions and in the national office to facilitate information sharing for informed decision making.    
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The project requires networking and collaborating with other actors to bring about peaceful 

elections.   This will be achieved through lobbying and advocacy as well as through messaging 

using the media.   Participation of key groups will be embraced to enhance ownership and 

sustainability.   

Protection and confidentiality of vulnerable groups will be secured by engaging trauma 

specialists as well as partnering with national police force in the hotsports.  The programme will 

run for 16 months and will be implemented at ward, county, regional and national levels.  
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